Capercaillie with pointers
In Swedish Lapland
A ultimate hunt ON the Arctic Circle

Capercaillie over pointers at the
Arctic Circle – Swedish Lapland
Hunting trophy Capercaillie over pointers
in Swedish Lapland for one single hunter.
4 days hunt 5 nights, arrangement.
Accommodation at one of our Lodge
On the Arctic Circle

Program
Day 1
Your guide will meet you up at the airport
for further transfer to the Lodge. Over a
great dinner are we going throe the
coming hunting’s days.
Day 2-3-4-5
After breakfast are we starting the hunt of
the day. Lunches are sometimes taking out
at the hunting ground. We will take a
break in the middle of the day.
We ending the day over a great dinner at
the Lodge.
Day 6
Breakfast and these hunting days are over,
transfer to airport.

Capercaillie with pointers
In Swedish Lapland
A ultimate hunt ON the Arctic Circle

About Arctic Charter
Arctic Charter arranges your hunting
holiday in Swedish Lapland. We have more
than 20years of experience with pointing
dogs and hunting guiding. Arctic Charter is
only conjunction with the best staff and
guides, that’s why we can arrange top
hunting holidays for you.

The hunting grounds
We have more 12000km² in Swedish
Lapland. Almost big as Belgium. Here are
we hunting Capercaillie, Black grouse,
Ptarmigan (willow grouse UK), Rock
Ptarmigan, Hazel grouse,

Information

Include
- Accommodation at Lodge on The
Arctic Circle
- All meals
- Hunting guide all days
- Hunting guide with dog(s)
- No trophy fees
- All transfer
- Hunting permits
- Sauna
- Bag limits 3 bird/hunter/day
- Bonus bird is willow grouse and
hazel grouse
- Possibility to hunt over spitzen
dog

The Hunting
To hunt Capercaille over pointers demand
quite a lot from you as a hunter. When the
dog have the smell of the Capercaille in
here or his nose. It will show us as hunter
with a point or a track. And if it’s a track,
the dog will take it up. Here is a different
between dogs. Some will take the tracks
slowly and some fast. The most important
is the co-operation between the dog and
the hunter. It’s great when you can read
what the dog will do and where it will go.
Really often is it good to be below the dog
and tracks, if you hunt close to a hill, wish
we do a lot up here at the Arctic Circle. Our
hunting ground demand also that you are
in a quite good shape. If you are 2 hunters
can you watch each side of the dog.

Outfitters and Guides
Johan Sandlund & Christer Holmberg
info@arcticcharter.com

Not include
- Flights
- Holiday/cancellation
Insurance
- Personal items
- Tips
- Rent a rifle
- ammunition

Price
1 hunter
2 hunter

33.200 SEK
56.000 SEK

Price incl. VAT

Non hunter 1200SEK / person / day

